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ABSTRACT 
Wireless Networks are a combination of nodes or computers or devices which have to communicate with each 

other in network communication. In wireless network communication security is an emerging challenge task. 

Some of the attacks occur in Wireless Ad hoc Networks, because of increase in internal activities of data 

communication. AODV (Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector) is an aimed to detect intrusion detection attacks, 

implementation to detect intruder and provide solution to reduce packet delivery with respect to variative 

throughput based on data tranmission. To detect network vulnerabilties in network communication with respect 

to intrusion and detection effectively, we implement Enhanced-AODV (which consists both signature 

authentication and AODV), to improve performance of network interms of delivery ratio, throughput and 

bandwidth between nodes in static topology of wireless communication. Our experimental results ability of 

Enhanced-AODV succesfully detect distributed attacks with low false positive rates over Wireless Network 

Communication. 

KEYWORDS:Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector, Wireless Ad hoc Networks, Signature Authentication, 

False Positives and Static Topology 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Wireless Ad hoc Networks are a collection of different system components like nodes, computers, 

devices etc.; which are cooperative with each client without any pre training topologies such as central 

server or access point. In this type of networks, there is no pre-defined centered infrastructure is not 

necessary for node administration in data communication over wireless networks. Additionally hop-by-

hop routing sequence is used to generate dynamic topology for cooperative communication from all the 

nodes present in wireless communication. So it is not possible, estimation of routing in group of nodes 

data sharing because of dynamic topology, which node trusted or which one is not trusted in data 

communication. Because of dynamic routing in communication, wireless ad hoc networks may have 

some type of internal attacks (these attacks consists both passive and active interfering attacks) and 

some denial of service attacks, and intrusion prevention measures like secure authentication and 

redundant data transmission. To solve these problems some of the review techniques were introduced 

to detect internal attacks.  

 

Based on security monitoring status of network dynamic topology and misbehaving of different users 

in network leads to detection for different types of attacks. Conventionally, intrusion detection attacks 

are classified in two different ways, anomaly detection and misuse detection, in anomaly based attacks, 

previous and historical data of the network with intended misbehaving of different nodes in 

construction of node profile with respect to normal behavior with comparison of patterns of normal 

user with attacker behavior in network communication. In misuse detection approaches detect misuse 
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activities of each node with evidence occur in network communication over wireless data transmission. 

Both anomaly and misuse based attacks consists some advantages and disadvantages. Traditionally, 

developed intrusion detection techniques identify misbehaving and anomaly based on patterns with 

respect false positive and expensive overhead’s highly involved in wireless communication. Additional 

limitation of traditional approaches is in simulated way to describe for large type of networks with 

dynamic topologies. AODV (Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector) proactive routing protocol was 

introduced to define real time intrusion and detection in wireless networks based on position changed 

misuse detection approach, which supports for effective attack detection while putting false positives 

low in data transmission. AODV is applicable for only false information passive behavior of node in 

dynamic topology, in passive attacks, there is another problem faced i.e. collision based attacks 

because of dynamic routing sequence in ad hoc wireless networks, so node identification and 

maintained as separate data transmission levels for wireless network communication. So in this paper, 

we propose to develop Enhanced-AODV, which consists node verification based on signature 

authentication and then simulate dynamic routing between different nodes with processing of effective 

data transmission with static network topology. This approach consists both simulation based and 

implementation testing in results generation for data sequences.  

 

Remaining of this paper organized as follows: Section 2 relates the related work in wireless 

communication and different types of techniques in detection of attacks in wireless communication. 

Section 3 defines about AODV protocol for intrusion detection in wireless communication. Section 4 

formalizes the proposed approach to detect different types of attacks. Section 5 simulates the 

implementation results of Enhanced-AODV and Section 6 concludes overall conclusion of attacks 

detection.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Hu et al.[8] gave another framework "Ariadne" in perspective of the DSR methodology for redirecting 

security. A couple of affirmation structures, for instance, mechanized imprints, MACs found out with 

combine insightful key indispensable components, or TESLA could be used with the proposed 

procedure. Hash shops are used to check each bearing enthusiasm shielding the system from over-

trouble, along these lines refusal of organization strikes are avoided. Attacks from impacted center 

points from messing around with the uncompromised centers are excessively stayed away from by the 

proposed strategy. Mixes of TESLA authenticators (MACs) are incorporated by edge switches and a 

hashing method to secure the found tracks. The proposed technique's security systems are feasible and 

can moreover apply to broad assortment of occupying methodologies.  

 

Bhalaji et al.[9] separated the diminish gap and solid dull gap strike which is one of the new and 

possible strike in off the cuff systems. In this strike a perilous center advances itself as having the 

speediest way to the center point whose groups it needs to indentify. To diminish the probability it is 

prescribed to hold up and check the responses from all the neighboring centers to find a shielded 

course. If these hazardous center points participate as a social affair then the mischief will be 

exceptional. This sort of strike is called solid dull gap strike. Our cure finds the secured heading amidst 

source and range by choosing and choosing dull fissure center points. In this chronicle, by methods for 

proliferation, the suggested cure are analyzed and in connection it with standard DSR methodology in 

conditions of throughput, Bundle flow rate and dormancy.  

 

Dadhania et al[10] examined the profitability of AODV and DSR in nearness of dull fissure strike 

(toxic center point) and without diminish opening hit with CBR (Constant Bit Rate) development under 

different versatile system flexibility. Propagation was performed to investigate the effect and evaluate 

it with routine method in conditions of throughput, Bundle assignment rate and End to End Wait. 

Extensive tests using the structure test framework 2 for 50 center point offhand system was performed. 

Results exhibit that the AODV is more fragile to Black Hole strike than DSR.  
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In DPSAODV (Detection, Protection and Sensitive AODV) [11], they have sketched out a novel 

strategy to perceive diminish cleft ambush: DPSAODV, which isolates that terrible center point from 

the structure. The authority shops the destination course of action number of inbound bearing response 

packages in the redirecting table and chooses the edge quality to take a glimpse at the skilled get ready 

data in each day for intrusions. 

 

III. AODV 
The AODV steering convention [12] is a receptive agreement intended for remote impromptu systems. 

At the point when a source hub needs a course to a goal, it starts a course disclosure procedure to find 

the goal hub. The source hub S surges the system with a Route Request Packet (RREQ), as appeared in 

Figure 1(a), asking for a course to be set up to the goal D. On getting a RREQ, middle of the road hubs 

refresh their steering table with a turnaround course to the source. All the accepting hubs that don't 

have a course to the goal communicate the RREQ bundle to their neighbors, with an increased hop 

count. A Route Reply (RREP) is sent back to the source hub at the point when the RREQ inquiry 

comes to either the goal itself or some other middle of the road hub that has a present course to the 

goal. As the RREP spreads to the source, the forward course to the goal is refreshed by the middle of 

the road hubs accepting a RREP bundle. 

 
Figure 1: Route discovery specification of AODV. 

 

 In Figure 1(b), both the goal hub D and middle hub G have a course to the goal. Henceforth, they answer to 

the RREQ with a RREP bundle. AODV utilizes grouping numbers to decide the freshness of directing data and 

to ensure circle free courses. If there should arise an occurrence of different highways, a hub chooses the course 

with the most noteworthy succession number. In the event that various courses have a similar grouping number, 

at that point the hub picks the course with the briefest hop-count. Clocks are utilized to keep the course passages 

new.   

At the point when a connection break happens, route error (RERR) parcels are proliferated along the invert 

way to the source, negating all softened passages up the steering tables of the halfway hubs. AODV additionally 

utilizes occasional HELLO messages to keep up refreshed data about the network of neighboring hubs. The 

AODV convention does not join a particular security component, for example, solid confirmation. Hence, there 

is no conspicuous approach to anticipate fiendish conduct, for example, MAC satirizing, IP parodying, dropping 

parcels, or, then again adjusting the substance of control parcels. Conventions like SAR [9] and SAODV [12] 

secure AODV against a restricted number of assaults however at the cost of execution regarding overhead and 

idleness. 

IV. PROPOSED INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM FOR WIRELESS AD HOC 

NETWORKS 
In this section, we design and implement advanced intrusion detection system, i.e. Enhanced-AODV to detect 

internal attacks against AODV in wireless ad hoc networks. It is based on dynamic or state less route sequences, 
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which is host based or network based intrusion in static topology wireless ad hoc networks. Here, we introduce 

route states technique i.e. Transition Analysis Technique (TAT). In TAT, PC entrances are portrayed as 

arrangements of activities that an assailant performs to trade off the security of a PC framework. States speak to 

the depiction of a framework's unpredictable, semi-perpetual, and lasting memory. A portrayal of an assault has 

a safe beginning state, at least zero middle of the road states, and no less than one traded off completion state. 

States are portrayed by methods for affirmations, which are capacities with at least zero contentions returning 

boolean esteems. Ordinarily, these affirmations portray a few parts of the security condition of the framework, 

for example, document proprietorship, client ID, or system activity attributes. Moves between states are 

explained with signature activities that portray the activities that, if overlooked from the execution of an assault 

situation, would keep the assault from finishing effectively. Mark activities are communicated by utilizing an 

occasion demonstrate. 

                          
Figure 2: Basic Architecture for proposed System. 

 

The architecture of the proposed approach is as shown in figure 2 with feasible step by step by procedure with 

sequential data transmission. Which is monitor overall network based on packet sniffer, those packets were 

received from network infrastructure over state transmission in route sequences with number of transition 

attacks which describe particular attack sequence in the form of intrusion alert in ad hoc wireless 

communication. The discovery procedure depends on an inward actuality base, which contains refreshed data 

about the neighbor hubs. The reality base is refreshed by breaking down the watched information parcels and 

AODV control messages. All the more accurately, information parcels are utilized to decide how much 

movement has been produced, gotten, and sent by every hub, while AODV control bundles are utilized to 

extricate the AODV arrangement quantities of the dynamic hubs, the IEEE 802.11 header subtle elements, (for 

example, the casing control field and the IEEE succession number), and the MAC/IP address sets of the hubs in 

the sensor's range. At the point when a sensor works in circulated mode, the reality base additionally contains 

data got from other nodes by means of UPDATE messages. 

 

1) Algorithm Procedure 

General procedures of the Enhanced-AODV in data communication are as follows:- 

.  

STEP 1: In E-AODV Route request message contain following fields like source IP 

address, destination IP address, hop count, broadcast ID, source sequence number, 

request time and destination sequence number to uniquely identify this route request 

message.  

STEP 2: When the destination node obtains initial route request message, it generates 

turn around route request (TA-RREQ) message and transmits it to neighbor nodes 

within transmission area.  
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STEP 3: In E-AODV turn around route request message contain following fields like 

broadcast ID, destination IP address, Destination Sequence Number, Source IP address, 

Reply Time and hop count. 

STEP 4: When transmitted TA-RREQ packet arrives to middle node, it will check for 

duplicate messages.  

STEP 5: If it previously received the similar message, the message is dropped, else 

forwards the message to subsequent nodes.  

STEP 6: When the source node obtains first TA-RREQ message, then it starts sending 

packet.  

STEP 7: Late arrived TA-RREQs are kept for further use.  

STEP 8: The alternate routes can be used when the main route breaks communications. 

Table 1: Enhanced-AODV implementation procedure to detect intrusion in wireless ad hoc networks.  

Using this procedure, we design standard solution for dynamic route sequences in network communication with 

sequential data transmission over static network.  

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

We have associated Dark opening strike in a ns-3 [13] proliferation. For our models, we use CBR 

(Constant Bit Rate) program, TPC/IP (full duplex correspondence), IEEE 802.11b MAC and genuine 

physical course considering true era arrange. The repeated structure includes 30 subjectively consigned 

Wi-Fi center points in a 500 by 500 rectangle gage smooth space. The center point transmitting 

combination is 250-meter drive variety. Unique way point diagram is used for conditions with center 

flexibility. The picked stop time is 30s several minutes. A visitor’s producer was made to mirror 

relentless piece entirety (CBR) resources. The length of information payload is 512 bytes. In our 

condition we take 30 center points in which centers 1-22 and 25-30 are clear center points, and center 

point 23 and 24 are dangerous center or Dark gap center. The reenactment is finished using ns-3, to 

assess the adequacy of the structure by different the center points versatility [11][12]. The inspections 

used to assess the efficiency are given underneath.  

a) Packet Delivery Ratio: The speed between the arrangement of groups started by the "application 

layer" CBR resources and the combination of groups obtained by the CBR channel at a conclusive 

territory. 

                                                     Table 2: Simulation Parameters. 
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b) Throughput: Throughput is the essential measure of convincing thought movement over an affiliation. 

Simulation parameter of the proposed design as shown in table 2. Sample node simulation screen of proposed 

approach is shown in figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3.Proposed solutions of the Enhanced- AODV with different node examples.  

 

Packet delivery ratio of the proposed approach with sequential data transmission of above with simulated results 

is shown in figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Packet delivery ratio in Enhanced-AODV with different formats.  
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Figure 5: Data transmission values with respect to sequence number generation between different nodes 

by Enhanced-AODV 

 

Figure 6: Throughput values of the proposed E-AODV implementation. 

For static topologies, false positives happen because of the adjustment of grouping numbers in RREP parcels.  

Therefore, an expansion in the rate of assaults identified for no versatility situations creates a relating increment 

in the rate of false positives detected. 

VI.   CONCLUSION 

Ad hoc routing protocols are prone to various attacks because of their ignorance in security aspect 

during their designs. A passive collision attack disrupts normal network functionality by sending fake 

routing information during route discovery phase. We also discuss about AODV proactive routing 

protocol with different route formations. For efficient detection of passive based behavior attacks in 

wireless communication, in this paper we propose and implement Enhanced-AODV approach with 

respect to increase of packet delivery ratio and throughput presentations in ad hoc data transmission. 

As further implementation of our proposed approach is to extend to support dynamic topology 

inventions in wireless ad hoc networks. 
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